OIL FILTER CRUSHERS
It is easy to operate, load the filter and close the door to activate
the crushing cycle of approximately 55 seconds. Specifications
for the two available models are shown below.

830151D

Oil Filter Crusher for use with automotive
type filters. Has 71⁄2” filter height capacity
and generates 10 tons of crushing force.
Operates on shop air with the use of an
optional 1/4” air filter/regulator P/N
540201-G

P/N

P/N

Handy and compact wall bracket
mount for use with the Automotive
Filter Crusher, P/N 830151D. Wall
anchors not included.

830153D

Oil Filter Crusher for use with heavy duty truck
filters up to 13” tall and 6” diameter. Generates
15 tons of crushing force therefore reducing
filter size by 75% and removing over 95% of
the residual oil. Filter crushers require the use
of an optional 1/4” air filter/regulator P/N
540201-G.
Specifications:

Height
Width
Max Filter Height
Max Filter Diameter
Crushing Force
Pump Type

P/N 830151D

P/N 830153D

281⁄2”
123⁄4“
71⁄2”
6”
10 Tons
Air/Hydraulic

40”
123⁄4“
13”
6”
15 Tons
Air/Hydraulic

P/N

830164

Filter Crusher Tank Mount Kit allows filter crushers, P/N
830151D or 830153D, to be mounted onto bulk storage tank.
Crushed filters drain directly into storage tank eliminating need
to transfer used oil from drums or pails. Includes all necessary
hardware to mount filter crushers onto tank.
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830160D

Compact floor stand for use with either
the automotive or truck filter crusher.
Stand is sized to accommodate a 5 gallon
pail and measures 16”W x 18”D x 31”H.

P/N

830161D

Full sized floor stand designed to
accommodate a 16 gallon drum and
support the automotive or truck oil
filter crushers. Measures 23” W x 23” D
x 36” H.

P/N

P/N

830163D

830162D

Deluxe floor stand includes an area
to drain used filters prior to
crushing. Designed for use with
either the automotive or truck filter
crushers. Will accommodate a 16
gallon drum. Measures 28” W x 23”
D x 37” H.
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OIL FILTER CRUSHERS

P/N

the specially designed door channel prevents leakage, keeping
oil in the chamber and not on the floor.

USED OIL

Air over hydraulic filter crushers for use with automotive and
heavy duty truck type filters. Heavy aluminum frame cabinet
surrounds the high pressure hydraulic hose, shielding
components from damage and for added personal safety.
Unitized construction allows easy access for maintenance while

